
Land Rover Series 2A
88 Series 2a Soft Top

Now £62,950
Overview

 Registration
 
S2A1905

 Registered
 
1971

 Fuel Type
 
Petrol

 Tax Band
 
N/A

 Colour
 
Blue

 Engine Size
 
2.3 l

 Interior Trim
 
Black

 Fuel Consumption
 
N/A

Description

LAND ROVER's global success really began with the

Series 2a. From the 1960s onwards he has seen and

conquered the whole world. It is also the best and most

beautiful mix of improved technology and the classic

look with the headlights in the middle. LAND ROVER's

global success really began with the Series 2a. From

the 1960s onwards he conquered the whole world and

was successful. It is also the best and most beautiful

mix of improved technology and the classic look with

the headlights in the middle. This LAND ROVER 88"

SERIES IIa was delivered new to Austria in 1970 as a

left-hand drive and received its technical inspection on

December 23rd, 1970. The first registration took place

on January 21st, 1971 in Innsbruck. Since then it has

spent its life in Austria, has been regularly serviced and

has regularly passed the technical tests, equivalent to

the German TÜV. Its last registration lasted until May

2023 and was then professionally restored by experts. It

has received a new fully galvanized frame and the body

has been repaired and repainted in Marine Blue. The

interior was supplemented with new seats and a
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practical Cuby box from the Defender in the middle. The

top was replaced, rims and M/T tires in size 235/85 R16

were replaced and everything mechanically checked

and overhauled if necessary. The spare tire on the hood

and the winch on the bumper make it even more

irresistible. A very likeable Land Rover in a beautiful

color scheme and a very good restoration quality. Sales

on behalf of customers.

Jaguar Land Rover Classic UVL

Classic Works, Imperial Road, Ryton-on-Dunsmore, United

Kingdom, CV8 3LF
Opening Hours

Monday 08:00 - 17:00 Tuesday 08:00 - 17:00

Wednesday 08:00 - 17:00 Thursday 08:00 - 17:00

Friday 08:00 - 17:00 Saturday
Appointment

only

Sunday
Appointment

only

Call: +49 (0) 2054-93987-0

Located atJaguar Land Rover Classic - Germany

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information above, however, errors may occur. Do not rely entirely on this
information but check with your centre about items which may affect your decision to purchase.
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